What is
Cambridge
C1 Coaching?
Our live Cambridge C1 coaching helps you prepare
to pass the Cambridge C1 exam with a focus on
the writing and speaking parts of the exam.
You will learn what your weaknesses are in these

What is the
Problem Most
Students Have?

areas and learn how to build your Cambridge C1
vocabulary, structure your essays and speaking
responses, improve your fluency and specific
grammar structures that are keeping you from
getting the result that you want, need and
deserve.

"I don't know what to write or to say in
the exam."
"I don't know how to generate ideas."
"I don't know what vocabulary to use."
"I can't complete my tasks in the
amount of time I have.”

This will help you to move past the Cambridge C1
exam and achieve your dreams of validating your
job in another country, studying abroad or simply

BUT WHY DOES IT HAPPEN?

proving your level of English.
The classes are 60 minutes each.
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Students usually don't know how to

•build their vocabulary
•structure their ideas
•use the kind of grammar that
examiners are looking for
The core problem is that many students
have no idea what they are doing wrong
or why.
The cost of not improving these
weaknesses, means that you are unlikely
going to be able to achieve your dreams.

In our courses you
learn how to easily
structure your writing,
use complex grammar
structures
as well as
academic and topical
vocabulary
in the tasks

The Cambridge exam is what is standing in
your way and you need to know what to do
to get the result you want, need and
deserve.
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Top 10 Beneﬁts of
CAMBRIDGE EXAM COACH

1

Identify your weaknesses in
writing and speaking

2

Practice and improve your ﬂuency

3

Build your C1 vocabulary

6

Learn speciﬁc Reading and
Use of English strategies

7

Learn how to structure your essays

Focus on expressions and idioms
that native speakers use

8

4

Ensure that you achieve the task
requirements

Improve your grammar and work
through particular structures
that you struggle with

9

5

Manage to ﬁnish your task in the
time frames

Be fully prepared and completely
conﬁdent for the exam
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10

BUT THAT IS NOT ALL!
We also provide:
Cambridge C1 Writing Guide
Cambridge C1 Speaking Guide
Telegram Chat for all students
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5 Class Package

You will need to choose a speaking or writing
focus.
The package includes:
• 5 Hours Intensive instruction on speaking or
writing tasks
• Level test
(60 minutes - 1 lesson)
• 4 Speaking Tasks OR
• 6 Writing Tasks with feedback

10 Class Package

This package focuses on both writing and speaking
skills and includes:
• 10 Hours intensive instruction
(60 minutes - 1 lesson)
• Level Test
• 4 Speaking Tasks with Feedback AND
• 6 Writing Tasks with Feedback
• Reading and Use of English tips and feedback
• Listening tips and feedback

15 Class Package

This package focuses on both writing and speaking skills and
includes:
15 Hours intensive instruction (60 minutes - 1 lesson) •
Level Test •
4 Vocabulary Topics + Quizlet Sets and Quizlet Class Access •
4 Speaking Tasks with Feedback •
6 Writing Tasks with Feedback •
Reading and Use of English tips and feedback •
Listening tips and feedback •
Added Grammar Points •
1 Mock Exam •

20 Class Package

This package focuses on both writing and speaking skills and
includes:
20 Hours intensive instruction (60 minutes - 1 lesson) •
Level Test •
6 Vocabulary Topics + Quizlet Sets and Quizlet Class Access •
4 Speaking Tasks with Feedback •
6 Writing Tasks with Feedback •
Reading and Use of English tips and feedback •
Listening tips and feedback •
Added Grammar Points •
1 Mock Exam •
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Q&A
How does it work?
After you choose the number of classes that you
want, you should book your classes via
calendly.com

How long is each class?
Each class is 60 minutes.

How much can I expect to improve?
If you take 15 classes or more you can expect your
writing and speaking to improve from Cambridge B2
First to Cambridge C1 Advanced. This depends on
how hard you work, your attendance to class, and if
you work to apply the concepts to your writing and
speaking tasks.

What software will we use for the live classes?
We will have live classes with a free platform called
Zoom and you will have access to a classroom to
submit assignments and receive extra resources.

What days of the week can I have my class?
You can have your class Monday - Friday

What types of activities will we do?

What time of day can I have my class?

We will build your vocabulary, do Cambridge writing
and speaking tasks, focus on best practices for
getting a high score, as well as practice high-level
discussion on a variety of topics.

You can have your class between 7am and 4pm
CEST (Prague, CZ)

How many classes should I buy?

What will we focus on in the class?

That depends on how much time you have. If you
The classes are personalized to you and your needs
have at least 4 weeks, the best option is a 15 or
but you can find two sample syllabi on the next page.
20 class pack. If you have only a few weeks, you
probably have time for only 5 or 10
classes.
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Is the syllabus flexible?
Yes, syllabi are subject to change as needed
depending on the needs of each student.
Do I need to do anything before the first class?
Yes! It's ideal to reserve the class package about
5-7 days before you start your course. You will
need to complete a level test, do a quick
technology test, and review the online policies
handbook.
Do I need to buy anything else for the course?
The only things you need are your computer (it's
an online class), a quiet place, and a set of
earphones with a microphone.

Guarantee
Risk free! Complete your level
test and try your first class. If
you aren't satisfied you will
receive your money back 100%.
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